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The motivation of this study was to prove the following conjecture by Rota: Given a 
pregeometry G(r, s) and an integer k 2 1. the geometrization c>f the function kr is a functor of the 
category of finite pregeometries and strong maps into itself. In additirrn t(> a proof of this fact. 
properties of other classes of functors hased on expansions and geometrizations are prcsentcd in 
this paper. 
1. Introduction 
As in the case with most mathematical structures, an important question in the 
theory of combinatorial geometries is to develop constructions for obtaining new 
geometries from old ones. Several geometric constructions are well-known, e.g. 
deletion, contraction, truncation, direct sums, etc. . . . and are generally extensions 
to combinatorial geometries of existing operations on projective geometries, graphs 
or lattices. In this paper we introduce a new class o’: constructions based on the 
ideas of expansion and geomctrization. More precisely, we will study several classes 
of funccors of the category Y of combinatorial pregeometries and strong maps into 
itself. The motivation of this study was the following conjecture of Rota: Given a 
pregeometry C(r, s) and an integer k 5 I, the geometrization of the function kr is a 
functor of Y into itself. After a brief review of the basic concepts of the theory of 
combinatorial geometries in Section 2, the conjecture is proved in Section 3 as a 
consequence of d general study concerning a broader class of functors. In Section 3. 
a generalization is considered which yields a method for constructing new classes of 
functors. 
2. Basic concepts 
A cambinaturial prqpmetry G(S), or simply a pregeometry G, is a set S 
together with a closure relation A --j A0 (or Al if no ambiguity) for alI A, A C S, 
which satisfies the following two axioms: 
-- 
Exchange axiom : if a,bES, 4 CS, and uEA Ub-A then bEA Ua. 
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fi&e busis prqreny,:_if A ‘CS, there is a finite subset A,, C A such that A,, = A. - 
A gtegeometry is a geometry if 8 and ail single-element subsets are closed. The 
flats of G(S) arc the closed subsets c>f S. The set of all flats of G(S) ordered by 
inclusion is a geomerric f~rtice, i.e. a semi-modrrhr point lattice with finite rank. 
A subset A C S is’ independent if for no LI E A, A Cz. If A is not 
indewndent, then A is &gndenr. If B CA C,‘i and A C& we say that B spurts A. 
A basi,r of A. for A CS, is an independent rrlbset of A which spans A. All bases 
of A have the same cardinality, r(A), the rank of A. If A is finite, the nu!.‘iry of A 
iaR(A)=jAi-r(A).TheffatsofG(S)ofrank 1,2,r(G)-l,r(G)-2areccalled 
point, line, copoint, coline respectively. r(G) is the rank of C?. 
A circuit is a minimal dependent set. A cyclic flat is a flat which is a union of 
circuits. 
pregeometry G*(S) dual to G(S) is the pregeometry on S whose bases 
- B where B is a basis of G. If I is the rank-function of G, the rank-function 
I* of G’(S) is VA CS, r*(A)=IA!-r(G)+r(S-A). The function 
rt:VACS-+n(A)=/Aj- r(A ) is the nullity function. r *(A ) = n(S - A ) - n (A ). 
A CS, the subgeometry of G defined on A, G - A, is the pregeometry on A 
whc* clusure relation is: U CA 4 0 n A. The contr~ficln of G by A, G/A, is the 
-A,withclosure: UCS-A-+C/UA-A.ApointxEA is 
an i.rthmur of 6 if r(G - x) = r(G)- 1. x is a loop of G if r(G/s) = r(G). x is a 
rrktiw isrhnruf of a set A C S if r(A - x) = r(A ) - 1. 
Given two geometric lattices’l, and Lz, a strong map from I!+, to Lz is a function 
rr : LI - L2 which is supremum-preserving and cover-preserving. A strong map u 
between two pregeametries G(S) and H(T) is a strong map between the corres- 
ponding geometric lattices of flats of G(S) and H(T). With the expedient of 
adjoining a point 0 to each point set S and T, u determines a function 6 from the 
point szt S W 0 to the point set T U 0, with ci;(O) = 0. $ is raid to extend to the sarong 
map ir. A function 6 from S UO to T U 0 such tha,t 6(O) = 0 extends to a strong 
map G(S) to H(T) if and only if the inverse image of any flat of H(T) is a flat of 
G(S). When the identity extends to a strong map from G(S) to H(S), H is called a 
quotient of G and G is a lift. The category whose objects are pregeometries and 
rnnrphisms are strong maps is c*alled 9’. 
S being a finite set, a real-vaked function f defined on the power set of S is 
smi-mdutur if and only if: 
VA, B C S, f(A)+f(B)sf(A 1.7 B)+f(A U B). 
Given an integer-valued. semi-modular, non decreasing function f on S, the 
pregeometry defined by the following family of independent sets 
(I:IcS,VPCI,f’#81,~I’fa~(f’)! 
9% t-allcd the geometrization off: and denoted G(J S). The rank-function of G# S) 
II F: 
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Given an integer-valued, semi-modular, non decreasing. rion nqyiw function f 
on S, the free exparrsion (or simply expunsion in this py-wr) of f is the prcgc’onwr~ 
E(f) defined (I) on the set X = c),,,X, where ! X,, i = f(a) (nntacio~~: VA CS, 
XI\ = U,,,,,X,), (2) by the following family of independent sets: 
{I:ICX,VACS.iInX,]~~f(A)). 
The rank function of Etf) i:, 
P 
p:VTCX,p(T)= ~~$f(A)+!T-,I’,,,;. 
In particular VA CS, p(Xn) = f(A ). s is the nurutcrl surjeclion of X onto S: VTCN. 
s(T) = (a: a E S, X,, n T# S}. The fundamental relationship [X) between G(f. S) 
and E(j) is that G(f, S) is the subgeometry of E(f) defined on a set Y’ C X such that 
VU E s, j Y n x,d : = 1. 
Notation : 
S is a finite set, 
f is a semi-modular, integer-valued, non decreasing, non negative function, defined 
on s, 
G(j, S) is the geomttrization of f, 
G(r,S) is the pregeometry on S with rank-function I’, 
E(f) it; the expansion of f, defined on the set X = W,,CCX,r, 
VA CS, X,+ - UuE,., X,. 
p is the rank-function of ECf), i.e. Ecf) = G(p, X), 
wcx, S(T) = {a : a f s, x, n 7-Z 131, 
A G is the closure of A in the pregeometry G (or simply il if there is no amt+uity). 
Y is the category of pregeometries and strong maps. 
We will use the simplified set notation: A U e. A - e, etc. for A U (e}. A -- {P 1. 
etcl l . * 
3. A class of functors; of Y into itself 
Given a pregeometry G(r; S) and an integer k b I, WC define E,, (G ) to t-w ~hc 
expansion of the function kr. The motivation in this section is first to study sonic’ 
properties of E&. in particular to characterize the flats of E, (G ). and finally to &t)w 
that E, defines a functor of Y’ into itself. 
‘I’be fd&owing general properties of the expansions of a semi-modular functiofr 
will be needed. 
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Pd. K is dependent in E(j): 3A CS such that ilu n X, 1 >f(A). Qrr the other 
hamd, Vx E K, K - x is independent and 1 (K - x) fl XA f 6 f(A ). Thus necessarily, 
K CX, and IX t7X, 1 -f(A)+ 1. Now consider s(K):K CXAfKp-s(K) being the 
smallest subset T of S such that K C XT, we have s(K) CA. If f K f? X3(~,l = IX 1 d 
ff;s{K)) we would have iK / 6 f(A) which is a contradiction. Thus /K f? XscKff > 
~~~~~~~~ and by repeating the above argument used with A, we can show that 
K n X,,,,/ = f(s(K))+ 1. 
Lemma 3.2. If K 3s a circuit of E(f), rken for any x E K, we have Xlc.,C 13. 
Excluding the trivial case when K = {x) is a loop, suppose that X+) = 
XJ t+W~)) = m al)andthat(x,,~~,..., x,}cK, lgi<m;wewant 
to show that x, E K, for j = i + 1, . . ., m. 
onsidet y E K, ye X,,*, and x,, i + I c j s m. 
K - y ia independent in E(f) whereas (K - y) U xi is dependent because 
I[(K - YJUX, p-vhi = IK nxd =+f(sW. 
‘mud x, E ry = K. 
3,l. Circuits and cyclic flats of El; (G) 
From tile general properties of the expansion of a semi-modular fuhction, Ek (G) 
ia defined an a set X = &+lDGs X0where 1 X, I= /~(a), with the foliowing family of 
13dependent set (I: I C X,VA CS, 1 I n X, 1 s kr(A )} and the rank function 
The following resuhs are easy to prove: a set XA is independent if and only if A 
1% independent, and AZ,, is closed if and only if A is cissed. 
tn general, the circuits and tlats of an expansion E(f) have no neat characteriza- 
tion but in the case of Eli (G) it turns out that we have the foIlawing: 
Theorem 3.3. A s&set F of X is a cyclic flat of E, (G ) if and only if s(F) is a cyclic 
flar of G and F = X,,F,. 
In order to prove Theorem 3.3 we need the following intermediary results: 
Prcqursitiun 3.4. IJFC is a circuit of G, any subset K C Xc suck that 1 K I= kr[C) f 1 
it u circuir uf E& (G). 
Prd. As Ek (G) is the expansion of kr, we have rk;{Xc)= b(C) pnd afiy subset 
k” E Xc., i K f = h(C) + 1 is dependent. To prove Proposition 3.4, wc have to shbw 
t T C Xc, 1 T\ = h(C) is independent in Ek (G). Let T CX= .and 
T = kr(C). VA CS, 3 T n XA I= 1 T n XAfic. 1. If C n A f C, then C f? A -is in&- 
: 
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pendent in G and. 
JTn9E,,,j=jTflXcI_1T1rkr(C)=kr(A nC)ckr(A). 
In all CZMS we have 17 (7 X, 1 F &r(A) and thus T is independent in EL (G). 
Lemma 3.5. If K is a circuit of El, (G), VxE K, s(x) is not a relatiw isthus 
of s(K). 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.5, we have: 
Proposition 3.6. The nuturui surjection extendS to u strong map from E,, (G) to G. 
Proposition 3.7. If K is u circuit of E, (G ), then 
R = XT,. 
Pro&. By Lemma 3.2 we know that XIIKjCE. 
Let a E S Q E s(K): there is a circuit C in C such that C - n C s(K) and o E C. 
By Proposition 3.4, VTCX, ! T/ = b(C)+ 1, T is a circuit of E, (C); then Ior any 
element al E X,, I. = Xc:-, U al is a circuit of EL (G). 
-. 
xc-, C&K) ==a xc--, CX,(K)CR. 
By Lemma 3.2, 
x,cZ=&_, =gS x,cK 
Thus VaEqiEj, X, clz =gS x,-;;r,cR. 
Conversely, let x E K’; there is a circuit L of E, (G) such that L - x C K, x E L. 
By Lemma 35, s(x) is not an isthmus of s(L): there exists a circuit C containing 
s(x) and C cs(LJ, but 
L, -x CK -+ s(L)- s(x)C.k-(K)- s(x) 
and 
A description of all cyclic flats of E, (G) is d* hand. Let F be a cycli_c fl.rt of 
Ek (0): F is the union of cbsures of circuits contained in F, say F = UZ, K, where 
mcb Ki is a circui1 of Ek (0 ): 
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Xatp, is a flat in Ed =_ZI s(F) is a flat in G. Vx E S, x E Lkl s(K), by Lemma 3.5, 
r is not an isthmus of UzI s(K) and thus s(F) does not contain any is;t!lmus. (F) 
ia a cyclic flat of G. 
Conversely, let ii be a cyclic Hat of G. say H = u;“;, C’;, where CT, is a circuit of 
p. &, is a cyclic flat in Ek (6) because, by Proposition 3.4, there is a 
cixuit K, of I& (G) such that s(K) = ci and then 
N king a flat in G, XH is a flat in El (G), as 
x,, is a cyclic flat of Ek. Theorem 3.3 is thus proved 
3.2. Propenies of the functor Ek 
The transformation Ek defined above. induces an action on morphisms of Y as 
ft9liows. Given a strong map u from G,(r,, S1) to Gz(r2rS2)r with the classical 
convention of adding a point 0 to S, and Sz, the map u induces a function of the set 
to Sz w U (by definition o(O) = 0 and 0 E $1. Ek (GI) is a geometry on a set XI, 
?) is defined on X2 and we consider the following function ok from X1 U 0 to 
(i) k’or any u E S,, X, has either no element if ri(a) = 0 or k elements if 
r,lA ) - 1. in the latter case we can write X, = {a,, cx2,. . ., ak}; 
(ii) for any element a of SI, if ~(a) is 0 we set ai (a,) = 0, Va,EX, and if 
rr(N ) = (I E SZr we set ok (a,) = (Y,, Vai EX,, where X, = {a:, a2, cr3,.  ., a}. 
Iye wiii say that a induces the function flk from X, U 0 to X2 U 0. For El, to be a 
Cunctor, among other requirements, we need to prove that the function uk extends 
$63 a strong map from E,(G,) to Ek(G,), i.e. that we have the following: 
l”hewem 3J. CT being a strong map from Gr(rl, S,) to G&f, SZ), the point map cr* 
induced by u exSends fo a sfrong map El, (a) from Ek (Gt) to & (Gz). 
WC kll kst consider 2 special cases: first when a is an embedding and then when 
IT i$ a sirr,:le point contraction. 
Prupsition 3.9. If G,(r, S,) is a subgeometry of Gt(rz, &), Ek (G,) is a subgeometry 
I?/ E, Cc;:). 
ition 3.lQ. If G2(rz, Sr) is rhe contraction of Gl(tl, S1) by a point e E SI, then 
6 dGp) is the contraction of El(C,) by the se? X,. 
Prod. WC wifl suppose that e is not a ,loop of G. 
A* sz = S, - e, the geometry Ek (G,) is defined on the set X2 = XI - AZ: let ak be 
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the map induced by the contraction G,-+ G,/e = Gz from X, UO to X, U& 
crk (X,) = 0. 
Let F be a flat of E, (Gz). We want to shcw that u;‘(F) = F U X, is a flat of 
E,(G,). If it is not the case, thcr 0 exist an x E X and a circuit K of E, (G, ). 
K-~cFuX~ with xEK, xeFU&. 
x E. K =$z+ s(x) is not a relative isthmus in s(K,I (Lemma 3.5). In the contrac- 
tion by e, s(x) does not become a relative isthmus of s(K) - e in GJe so there is a 
circuit C of G,le such that s(x)E L, L Cs(K) - e C: s(F). L C s(F) and F being a 
flat of E,(G,) we have by Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, 
which is a contradrction. 
Thus F U X, is a flat of E,(G,) and consequently F is a flat of E, (G,)/X, : E, (G,) is 
thus a quotient of Ek(G,)/Xc. Furthermore, it is clear that Ek(Gr) and E,(G,)lX* 
are geometries with the same rank so finally, E,(G,) = E&(G,)IX,. 
Xn order to prove Theorem 3.8, we will invoke the fundamental result of Higgs 171 
stating that any strong map can be decomposed into a surjection followed by an 
injection: if a is a strong map from G, to G2, then u = i 0s where 
s is a surjection of G, into a quotient Q of G, and i is an embedding of rr(G,) 
(isomorphic to Q) into G2. (u(G,) is a sybgeomctry of G:.) 
Furthermore, the surjection G, -i Q can be decomposed into a scyuencc r,f 
elementary quotients: 
51 
G,---dt~Qz--+ . ..&Qt =Q. 
Any elementary quotient is decomposed further as an embedding into a 
single-element extension followed by the contraction by that element. 
Any strong map is thus decomposed into the products of single-element 
contractions and extensions. We know that Theor :m 3.8 holds for those elemcntar~ 
strong maps. It is easy to see that Theorem 3.8 ‘still holds when we compo\c 
efementary strong maps (this is a direct consequence of rule for composing strcjn$ 
maps) and thus Theorem 3.8 holds in general. 
Let us consider the map F of 9 into itself defined as follr~ws: 
(i) for any pregeometry G(r, S), F(G) = Ek (G); 
(ii) forany morphism CT ~Harn(G, G’), F(u) = &(a) E HomfEk(G). Ek(G’)). 
Tlseomn 3.11, F is a faithfuf ,ci(ncfor of Y inlo itself. 
Proof. F is a functor because 
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(a) if i, is the identity of G (r, S), clearly 
F(L ) = El, (in) = iEk (G ), 
(b) if a morphism Q is the composition u = crI 0 q. then 
F(a) - F(a,ocrz) = E&r,w2) = &(a,)~ E&z) = F(a,)oF(cq). 
P is faithful because 
In the following we will investigate some further properties of Ea. A remarkable 
rerult is the following: 
\ 
rem 3,12. Zf G *(r +, S) is Ihe dual of u giver pregeomerry G(r, S) which has 
no isrkmuses or loops, then EL (G “1 is i4e dual of E, (G). 
Prsof, Ws want to show that the fdlowing diagram is commutative: 
. 
G-G* 
First WC’ note that EL (G) and EIL (G *) are defined on the same set X, J X J = k J S J 
‘[because QaES, r(o) = r*(a) = 1)s 
The system of bases of E,(G) is 
$3 =(~;~cX,IBJ=&~(S),VACS,IB~X,JQ~~(A)} 
and the family of bases of &(G *) is 
s*=(B*:B*~X,JB*f=kr*(S),tlAcS,jSnX,j~~kr*(A)). 
Call 3’={B’:B’=X-B,BEB}. We want toshow that 9’==f@*“. 
Vi3’ E $33 ‘, VA CS, 
ICI A’ = S - A. We have 
~B’l-lX,;= J~X-B)n(X-X~~)J=JX-(X~~UB)J 
=JxJ-Jx,~uBj-JXJ-JXA’J-~BJf/X~~uBj 
ut BE.23 + iX,,W3@kr(A’), so 
:~~~X,,iskjSf-kiA’i-krCS)+kr(A’) 
c kn(S)- kn(A’) (n = nullity function) 
% kn(S) - kn(S - A) = .tr”Q%_) 
4 
. 
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If we now call $8 *’ = #3 *‘: B *’ = X - B *, B * E B *) because of reciprocity of G 
and G*, we would have 
We give without proofs some other’ interesting properties of E, : 
Theorem 3.13. TG being the truncation of a gioe.y megesmerry G (I, S), I5 (TG ) is 
the k-rruncation of E, (G) (i.e., abrained by k successive truncutions of E, (G)). 
Corollary 3.14. Zf G is an erection of G’, El,(G) is an erecrion of E&(G’). 
:R+mrern 3.15. If G = G, @ Gr thert Ek (G) = Ek (G,!s Ek (G,). 
Given a pregeometry G(r, S), for any integer k 2 I, we consider the geometrita- 
tion of kr, G(kr, S), which we will write G,(G). 
G,(G) is a subgeometry of Ek(G) and expectedly, we will be able to derive some 
properties of G, which are similar to those of Ek, and prove the initial conjecture. 
As a consequence o? Proposition 3.6 we have 
Proposition 3.16. G is a quotient of G, (G). 
Theorem 3.17. Let u 1~ a strong map from G, (r,, S,) to G2(r2, SI), then a indrtces Q 
fun&m from S, Cf 0 to S2 U 0 which extends to a strong map G,(a) from G, (G,) ro 
G,c (Gz). 
As fur Theorem 3.8, the proof of Theorem 3.17 reduces to showing that it hob 
in the eases when 0 is an embedding and when u is a single-element contraction. 
Pwpoa;ition 3.18. L.et Gl(rr, SI) be a subgeometry of GZ(r2, S2), then Gk (G,) is (J 
subgesmetry of G,, (Gz). 
f~0p&ioll.3.19. Let G2(r2, S,) be rhe con~ractiopl of G ,(r,, S,) by a poinr e E S : the 
fwtction induced by the lcontraction front S, U 0 to S, U 0 extends ro a strong map from 
G&5) ta G,(tL). 
Fxwf, To prove the propusition directly is not easy. We will use the fact that 
C&(G) is a subgeometry of i%(G) by the means of the following lemma: 
l.mm;sa 3.M. GittenapregeometryH(S) av.d a subgeometry H(T) of H(S), TcS. 
let H(S)/A be the ccuntracfion of H(S) by the set A C S and H ‘( T’) be the 
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s&geometry of HQS)/A defined on the set T’ = I fl (S - A ) = T - A. Then the 
contraction H(S)-, H(S)/A induces a funcrion from T U 0 to T’ U 0 which extends 
ro a strong map from H(T) IO H’(T’). 
We have to show ,that given any flat F of H’(T’), the set F U (A 0 T) is a 
As H’(T’) is a subgeometry of H(S)/A, there is a flat F’ of H(S)/A such that 
FCF’andF’n P”=F.The. ti;’ LIA isafktin H(S)and(F’uA)nTisaflatof 
H(T). The proof is completed by noting that: 
(F’UA)nT=(F’nT)U(A nTj-FL’(A ~-IT). 
We can now prove Proposition 3.19: let us consider &(GJ and Eu(Gz$ by 
Propcktion 3.114 EL (G ) t is the contraction of Ek(Gt) by the set X,. G,tG,) is the 
eometry of fL(G,) defined on the set Y, CX, (VaES, 1 Y, n X, I= I), and 
GL(Gr) is the subgeometry of &(Gt) defined on I I = Y, - Y,. By the above 
kmma, the function of Y, U 0 to Yz UO induced by the contraction by X,, extends 
io a strong map of Gk (G) to Gk (G ‘). 
Thcorcm 3.17 is thus proved: to any strong map u from G,(r,) to Gz(r,) is 
asmiated a strong map Gk(a) from Gk (G,) to Gk(G2). The following diagram is 
~~~rnrnutativc in Y: 
id is the strong map induced by the identity on the ground set. 
As for E,, the functor F’ defined by: 
V pregeometry G(r, S), F’(G) = GI, (G), 
Vu EHom (G, G’j, F’(O) = Gk (c) 
is faithful. 
GA (G) being a subgeometry of E,(G), the following resuits hold: 
(i) if G = G,@GG, then G,(G)= G,(G,)$G,(GJ; 
(ii) if G’(r’, S’) i s I e runcation of G(r, S), then Gk (G’) is obtained from GC (G) h t 
by a sequence of truncations. 
If we consider duality, with evident notations, we have the following commuta- 
tive diagram: 
Tht: whole picture is clear if we consider E, (C) and its dual [E. (G)]* = 
~‘3 (G*): [GUI@)]* and G, (G*) can be considered as defined on a same set. 
[GL(G)l* being a contraction of E,(G*) whereas 6, (G “) is a suhpeometr~ ,,f 
El, CC*). 
50 far, most of the results we have derived for G,(G) are consequ~~nces of 
properties of Ek(G). The following result is particular to G,. 
Theorem 3.21. For any pgeomefry G(r, S), and my two integers k 3 k ’ a 1, 
G,.(G) is R quotienr of Gk (G). 
Proof. We need the two following lemmas. We cali r& and rk , the rank-functions 
of Gk(G) and Gkz(G) aird we set k = k’+ d, d 2 0. 
Lemma 3.22. Zf K is a circuit of G,,(G) then r,.(K) = k’r(Kj. 
Pf~f. K beingacircuitof GI,(G),iK; z kr(K)+ I and r,(K)= SKI- 1 = kr(K). 
Another way to write r,(K) is 
r~(K)=~~fK{kr(A)+jK-AII. 
Consider K in G&.(G): 
r,.(K)-k${k’r(A)+jK-A!}=irtfK(kr(A)-dr(A)+ /K-A 
~~~~{kr(A)+jK-AI}-dr(K)=rr,(K)-dr(K) 
= kr(K) - dr(K j = k’r(K) 
thus rce(K) 3 k’r(K). 
On the other hand, letting A = K in the formula, we have r,,(K) c k’r(K) SO 
fiaalty rk{K) = k’r(K). 
Lemma 3.23* K being a circuif of CL(G), K has no relative isthmus ln G,.(G). 
Proof. If it is not the case, there is a point x & K s~rch that 
r*.(K) = r,.(K - x) + 1 
so 
rk(K -x)= ht[_ {k’r<A)+ i(K -x)-A I). _ 
Suppose the inf is attained for a set B C K - x: 
k’r(a)~~(K-x)-Bf=niK-x)= rLa(K)-1 = k’r(K)- 1 
tisa by adding k(B) to both sides of the equality 
k’r(K)+dr(Bj- l= kr(8)+~(K-x)-B~ 
kr(B)+ f(K -x)- Bj< k’r(K)+ druqs k’r(K)+ dr(K)= h(K) 
k is 8 contradiction as 
kr(K)=r#c)=r,(K-x)= ,itf_-, (kr(A ) +- !(K - x) - A f ). 
The proof of Theorem 3.21 is now straightforward. Let F be a flat of C&-(G); we 
have to show that F is’a flat of C&(G); if it is not the case, there is a circuit K of 
G&(G) and a point x E K such that x $2 F and K - x C F. But now, 
Ik (K) = &(K - x) =+ x EK=-w”‘CF 
which is a contradiction. Thus F is a flat of Gk(G). 
CoroHnry 3.24. F’r any loopless pregeometry G (I, S) and two integers k s k ’ 6 1, 
G&,(G) if atad only if G&-(G) is a Bdean algebra. 
Let u be a strong map between Gt(rr, S,) and G2(rZ, Sz), then for any 
k’ a~ 1, the following diagram is commutative in .9’* :
rd 
The quotient map Gk(G)-, CL(G) is a natural transformation between the 
functors associated with Gk and Gk.. 
Proof. The proof is immediate by checking the composition of the respective 
induced functions. 
4. A gm~alization 
In the case of k = 2, given a pregeometry G(t, S), E,(G) is the expansion of the 
f~~~t~~~ f C r: a generalizatton which is interesting to in-;&gate is io consider the 
sion of I + r’ where r’ is the rank-function of some pregeometry G’(r.‘, S) 
on the same ground set as G) associated to G. We will use the notation 
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E(G + G’) to denote the exparsion of r + r’. More precisely, we will prove the 
foltowing: 
Theorem 4.1. ff cy is a functor of Y into itself, the image of u given pregeometg 
G(r,S) being a(G) = G’(t’, S) the trunsformatian associating to G(r, S) the expan- 
sion E(G + G’) of rhe function r + r’ is a functor of .Y into itself. 
Theorem 4.1 will be proved as a consequence of the following 3 results. 
Propositioo 4.2. Given 2 pregeometries G,(r,, S) and Gz(rz, S), if H, and W, are 
the respective subgeometries defined on the same set S - A, E(H, + If,\ is n 
subgeometry of E(G, + rI,5. 
Psopsition 4.3. Giwn 2 pregeometries G, (r,, S) and Gz(rz, S). e bsing an isthmus 
of Gz, if Gl(rl,S - a) is the contruction G,/e of G, by e and G5(r;, S - e) is the 
s&geometry of Gr an S - e, then E( G I + G :) is the contraction oj E I CG I + G,) by the 
set X,. 
Proof. Let E, = E(G, + G,), El = E,/X, and E, = E(G; + Gi). We will prove 
that EI is equal to E, by showing that El and E2 are defined by the same family of 
independent sets. We will exclude the trivial case when e is a loop of G,. If X is the 
ground set of El, both E; and E, are defined on X - X,. Consider an independent 
set I C X - X, of Ei and suppose thaz it is dependent in El. 
3A CS - e such that 
1 Z fT XA f > rl(A) + r:(A) 2 r,(A) - 1 + r,(A ), 
On the other hand Z independent in E; is siso independent in E, and 
}Z n X, jd rl(A)+ r2(AJY 
Combining the 2 inequalities, we get 1 i: 13 Xa J = r;(A) + rz(A ) and also rl(A ) = 
rl(A)- 1, i.e. e E A01 or r,(A U e) = r,(A). 
Let pl and pi be the rank functions of Et and E I respectively: 
VTCX-x;, pl(T)sp,(TUX,)-p,(X,)=p,(TU.X,)-.2. 
We have 
~~(.YA)=r,(A)+r~(A)=jlnX,i=p,(fnX,) 
and 
p:(Inx,)=p,[(lnx~)ux,1-,7=p,(x, ux,j-2 
=p,(X,,,)-2=r,(A Ue)+rzfA Ue)--2 
=r,(A)+(r~(R)tl)-2=ilnX,)-t, 
which is a contradiction because Z is independent in Ei and we must have 
p:(O f~ &) = /I fl XA f. Thus Z is also independent in Ez. 
Conversely suppo~ that a set I C X - X, is independent in E2 and dependent 
in E(. 
I is then independent in El because 
for I ta be dependent in E: we must have 
ot: 3K, circuit of E,, K - X, c I, Xc f~ K# 8. As X, = le,, e& wJ.o.g. suppose that 
j(f UP,)fW‘(K,/-‘~Kj-l= r&(K)) + r&(K)) by Lemma 3.1 
&r;(s(K)-e)+ti(s(K)-e)+ 1 
(because I is independent in Ez) 
= (r&(K))- l)-+(s(K))- l)+ 1 
= rr (s(K)) + r&(K)) - 1, 
which is a contradiction and thus I is also independent in E;. 
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 are special cases of the following situation: 2 strong maps 
are given 05 : Gt(r,, S)-+ G:(r;, S’), CQ : (Gt(rtr S)-P Gi(ri, S’) and they induce a 
point map u from X UQI to X’ II 0 where X and X’ are the ground sets of 
E(G, + Gz) and E(G; + Gl) respectively. 
For a puint a of S, X, may have 0, 1 or 2 elements as jXa f = I~@)+ r2(a)m By 
convention we will write X, = {a,, CI=) with ar # 0 (i.e. uf is a proper point of X) if 
tltta zzrr@ if rt(a) = I. The sifts fto&.irti~3rr IF&~ used fur X’, u is &rr d&r& 85; 
follows: VaES+ if ~$(a) = a then ~(a,) = orf. 
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 say that in the special cases considered, u extends to a 
strong mrsp from E(GI + Gz) to E(G: -F GS). More generally, we have 
PCOp@~it 4.8, Any 2 sfrang maps 04: G&r, S)-+ G :(C S) and 
CT? : GJ(rr, S)--+ Gl(r5, S’) induct? a strwg map from E(G, + G2) to E(Gi + Gl). 
s’ deromfrusition, we cart .wyice: 
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We claim that the following diagram is commutative: 
G;, G 
#,.ld 
,‘----+ g,(G,). Gz 
where ut is the map induced by gr and the identity of Gz. 
g,, being an elementary quotient, is the composition of a oingtc-element 
extension, say by a point e, giving t%e pregeometry 6, defined on S II e, followed 
by the contraction by e giving (3,/e = Q1. Let & be the single-element extension ?f 
G, with e being an isthtius; the following diagram is commutative as a consequence 
of Propositions 4.2 and 4.3: 
proving our claim. 
By repeating the argument, we can show that the following diagram is also 
commutative 
1 I 
E(G, + Gz)--Ill, 1 c Gz)L E(Q, + G,)-+ - 
which is equivalent to the diagram: 
I 
E(G, + G2)--, ! E(Q -i- 6,) 
Similarly, we have u2 = ilop where ~(6,) is a quotient R of G, and i: is an 
embedding of R 2 a2(Gz) into GS. The following diagram is c’omrn~~ive: 
Finally, Proposition 4.4 is proved by showing that the fol:owinp diagram is 
commutative 
which is a consequence of Proposition 4.2. 
quence of Proposition 4.4 given a functor GY of Y into itself, the 
sformation T: 
(a) V Pregeomerry G(r,S) Iwhose image by ~11 is denoted a(G) = (?‘(I’, ,‘i), 
0% 
om (Gt, G,), T(o) is the element af Worn (T(G,), T(G2)) induced by 
is a functor of PP into itself. Theorem 4.1 is thus proved. 
Arc examples of functars that one can define using Theorem 4. I, one may take for 
any knawn functor of Y into itself: truncation, dual functor, Gr defined in 
%xtion 3, or any of the functors obtained by using Theorem 4.5 below. 
~~~f~~id~r~ng geomctrizations as subgeomctriesaf expansions and using the same 
umenlr a3 in Section 3, one obtains: 
T m 45. If ix is u funclor of Y inlo itself, ihe image of a given pregeometry 
Ci(r, S ) king (x(G) = G ‘(r‘, S), the transformation associating to G(r, S) rhe 
eometriration of the function r + r’ is a functor of Y into itself. 
By alternating ar repetizive applications of Theorems 4.1 and 45 one cat get 
large sets of new func%rs of Y’ itlto itself. 
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